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Introduction +

Fatum is a gaming project built on advanced 
blockchain and cryptography technologies.
 
Fatum uses all the advantages of cryptogra-
phy and decentralization, making cheating 
technically and verifiably impossible. 

Fatum offers the latest forms of these tech-
nologies implement into an online gaming 
and gambling platform․

This may sound like futuristic science fiction. 
With Fatum, it’s now on our doorstep.

We are introducing a new project Fatum. 

Fatum is not limited as an online casino, it’s a 
platform, where people can compete in various 
types of games. 

Very little commission is taken from every 
game, much less than in traditional online 
casinos.  Due to our fee structure we’re a 
disinterested party as to who wins or loses.  
AAlthough, we do hope you win!

To guarantee fairness, and the use of unpredict-
able random numbers, we‘ve created RNG Coin, 
solving vital issues with cryptography, 
randomization and decentralization. 

Fatum is unique platform, providing 
transparency and a secure system of gaming.

We currently have games ready for game-
play on our website. 

We have a clear vision for the future devel-
opment of our platform, which you can 
become acquainted with on our Roadmap 
and in the Whitepaper. 

By investing in Fatum, you’re investing in a 
working platform with many games, as well 
as a coin using state of the art cryptography 
and compression methods, RNG Coin.  
More on RNG Coin below.
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Utilizing blockchain transaction time of 50 seconds per each block 
helps increase our processing time advantages.  

Superior cryptography methods enables us to add up to 2,000 
symbols of comments per transaction, literally generating 
thousands of random number combinations per seconds stored 
in “Shared Secret” before the each game session, makes cheating 
technically impossible.

UnliUnlike traditional online casinos and poker rooms, we use 
transparent Random Numbers Generation technology, which 
anyone can easily check and verify at any time.

With RNG Coin we generate random numbers based on the 
randomization algorithm used in Bitcoin, Litecoin and other 
crypto-currencies. 

 We use four sources of 32-byte sequences from RNG Coin's 
built-in functionality to generate random numbers.
In other words, the random number generator in Fatum is as 
reliable as Bitcoin, which has never been hacked. 

 It has been calcula It has been calculated that the probabilities of guessing one 
Bitcoin private key are as likely as guessing the winning 
Powerball numbers 9 times in a row.

Fatum technology  Our “Shared Secret” technology is an advance compression and messaging system whereby 
games can be structure for incredibly fast transaction processing speeds.  



The Four Sources of RNG Coin’s built-in functions for random number generation: 
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Fatum technology  

The source of entropy for random 
number generation is the original 
sequence of bytes.  

To get it we use the Time Stamp 
Counter, assembler instructions for 
the x86 and x86_64 platforms, 
rreading the TSC counter and returns 
in the EDX: EAX 64-bit number of 
cycles since the last reset, reboot of 
the processor.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_St
amp_Counter

 The resulting bytes are mixed in an 
unrecoverable order, using 
RAND_add from the SSL library.  

A description of the function is here:
 
https://www.openssl.org/docs/man1.
0.2/crypto/RAND_add.html

The OS system function of Linux 
is used to get another random 32 
bytes. 

http://man7.org/linux/man-
pages/man2/getrandom.2.html 

 RDRAND - Read Random Number, 
returns 32 bytes generated by the 
hardware of the computer 

http://www.felixcloutier.com/x86/RDR
AND.html.  

TThe resulting bytes are mixed in the 
CSHA512 class, the Write method and 
the Finalize method.

We use strong open-source shuffling algorithms for card shuffling, like the Fisher–Yates shuffle, a reliable 
algorithm for generating/shuffling unbiased sequences of random numbers.



Before each session, we generate a mixed deck, and the chains of numbers 
that  are responsible for what cards will be dealt in the game. 

Before the game, all this data is stored, encrypted on the blockchain using 
“Shared Secret” service, becoming accessible after the game’s end, making 
manipulation of the random number generation impossible.

We use reliable encryption methods, like 
AES-256, SHA-256, and Blowfish, which have proven their reliability and are 
aactively used in most cryptocurrencies.
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One of the main advantages of 
blockchain is decentralization, hence 
the inability to modify entries on the 
blockchain. 

OOnce an entry’s on the blockchain it 
remains unchanged forever, without 
possibility of modification. 

This can be used in many 
applications, such as copyrights, 
rights of possession, etc. 

This technology creates fairness in the game. 
To make things fair for all  participants 
fairness we use the the  RNG Coin “Shared 
Secret” service, an  encrypted messaging 
platform.  

BeBefore each game, we generate a  sequences 
of random numbers, which are entered on 
the RNG blockchain,  encrypted. 

Each player is then given a link to that record, 
where they can see the record encrypted. 

After the game is over we send a crypto key, 
with which the  record is decrypted. 

With the help of our game block 
explorer, the record becomes 
decrypted.  

Thereby the player can ensure the exact 
numbers were used during gameplay as 
were generated prior 
tto the game.  

Also, every player can use a crypto 
key and an encrypted record, to 
decipher it with third-party software, 
making sure the encrypted record was  
decrypted correctly.
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It’s used for the generation of random numbers based on the same algorithms which are used in 
coins like Bitcoin and Litecoin, recording those random numbers to the blockchain and its usage of 
built-in encryption.  It’s modified game block explorer serves as an intermediary between the 
gaming platform, RNG Coin, and the players.

RNG Coin allows us to solve all necessary issues with random number generation, honesty control 
and fast data transfer within the blockchain network for low costs, using unique cryptographic com-
pression methods.

Using the capabilities of cryptography and the reliability of RNG Coin, we realized RNG Coin wouldn’t 
be limited to our gaming project.  The possibilities of it’s uses are seemingly limitless.  RNG Coin can 
be used in a variety of spheres not limited to only to gaming, even potentially as a competitive main-
stream cryptocurrency.

We’re not creating a short lived garbage coin for fast turnover investment attraction. RNG Coin has 
high potential and a big future.  See the RNG Coin roadmap here: www.rng-coin.io 

Additionally, RNG Coin is used in our financial ecosystem in conjunction with FTM token, making 
our project transparent and accessible to investors.

Be aware, by investing in our project, you’re investing not only in Fatum but also in RNG Coin, a 
robust cryptographic gaming platform, and much more. 

Let's take a closer look at the necessity of using RNG Coin. 
Initially, when we created the concept of this project we set 
out to use Etherium smart contracts to solve the problem of 
encryption, random number generation and transparent 
gaming. However, after much research, we realized this 
wasn’t possible, for several reasons. 

The Etherium blockchain takes a commission for every 
action on the network, each transaction of the smart 
ccontracts take time, sometimes too much, which makes 
usage of this technology too expensive for the players. 
Etherium smart contracts don’t have the necessary strength 
of cryptography either.

An idAn idea was born to create an auxiliary tool, which possesses 
all the advantages of Etherium (cryptography, decentraliza-
tion, random number generation), but at the same time 
doesn’t have the excessive losses of time and money.  

We concluded we needed to create our own cryptocurrency 
which would be able to perform all the required tasks for 
our vision. Creating RNG Coin, we realized the potential of 
this project was much greater than we’d initially anticipated.  
It wouldn’t be limited to an auxiliary function for the Fatum 
project.  Gradually RNG Coin evolved into a separate project 
with high potential. 
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Let’s consider such gaming establishments as poker rooms or backgammon sites. These types 
of gambling houses earn a commission from each game session.  Theoretically they have no 
interest in the outcome of each participant. Consequently, we wouldn’t expect this type of 
gambling institution to be interested in  manipulating the numbers.  We might assume they’d 
serve the players fairly. But, is it so? 

For many years, among amateur and professional poker players, there’s been disparaging 
rumors regarding poker rooms. It’s believed Pokerstars and other famous poker rooms, 
mmanipulate the so-called random  numbers, adjusting the decks of cards in a way that 
players are often dealt similar card sets.  Or they get strong hands at the right frequency, 
stretching the gameplay as long as they can, causing players to play as many hands as 
possible, in order to gain as much commission as possible.

In the case of backgammon, the situation is catastrophic.  For example, the large 
bbackgammon network Play365 has almost entirely undermined trust in the industry. Almost 
all players on this platform came to the same conclusion, that Play365 had its own bots.  As 
soon as the player started the game with one of the bots, it was impossible to win because the 
dice always fell in favor of Play365.  

We must trust the gambling houses and believe they’re working honestly. It’s quite a strange 
idea, considering many gambling establishments have been unequivocally compromised. 

Problems 

Random Numbers 
Generation

Gambling houses use certified random number 
generators from various providers. How does it 
work?  The providers transmit random numbers 
using different software, hardware solutions, or API 
technology.  

OOnce each month or quarter, regulators perform 
validation checks on the use of these random num-
bers by the gambling establishments. In most cases, 
the validation is formal, so we’ve no choice but to 
trust the gambling establishment, believing it will 
conduct operations honestly. 

Is it reasonable to trust these interested parties?

Possibility of Manipulation with Random Numbers Generation- -

Throughout history, gambling has been associated with deception and manipulation. With the advent of 
online casinos, nothing is changed. Let’s take a look at the main problems of modern online gambling.
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Problems 

Cheating

Cheating takes many forms and is a common problem among online 
casinos and other betting sites.  Quite often players face a problem 
when casinos or betting companies refuse to pay out large winnings. 

TThere are cases of injustice where they drug the process on for months, 
requesting different proofs of identity verification. Finally, they simply 
closed the account of the player and ignored any further questions 
regarding payment. The chances of receiving your winnings from the 
gambling establishment is next to nil, and legal help is so costly, the 
thought going through with it is senseless.  Winners are powerless and 
forced to accept their loss. 

In In 2007 there were accounts in Absolute Poker, which were allowed to 
make use of super user rights and see the cards of their competitors.
Soon after this scandal, another one followed, on the friendly site 
Ultimate Bet. The essence of the deception was similar.  Individual 
players had super user rights and were easily reading their opponents 
cards.  According to a rough estimation, about $20 million was 
unjustly unjustly taken from people.  These are just a few mentions of scandal-
ous stories in the gaming industry. 

Is anyone really safe from this happening again in the future? 

Centralized gambling sites are vulnerable to hacks.

In Februray 2011 an IT expert pleaded guilty to hacking into 
the American Poker Company and stealing over 400 billion 
chips worth over 7.5 million pounds.

TThere has been fairly recent instances of Odlander spyware 
allowing people on Pokerstars and Full Tilt Poker to see their 
opponents’ hands and adjust their plays accordingly.

Unfortunate software flaws were discovered in Absolute Poker’s 
and UltimateBet’s websites where hackers were able to gain 
access to users accounts and see their hole cards.

- Hacking-
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Problems 

Long payouts and high fees

Online gambling houses have problems with long payouts, not 
only because of their own requirements, but due to the slow 
processing of payments by banks and payment systems. 

For representatives of some countries, replenishment of deposits 
and withdrawal of funds is associated with great difficulties and 
high commissions.

The CEO of Full Tilt Poker was caught red handed conducting a 
massive Ponzi Scheme after siphoning $430 million of their 
players’ money. Only $6 million was available for withdrawal. 

Hundreds of millions of dollars were stolen from gamblers 
and given to the board members and owners of Full Tilt 
Poker.

In tIn the closed systems of modern casinos and poker rooms, the 
players don’t have a chance to publicly control the movement 
of funds and solvency of the gambling establishment.

- Transparency and Manipulation with money-



We’ve created a gambling platform that is fair, transparent, decentralized and 
unique among all competitors.
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Fatum’s Solution  

Random Numbers Generation

The Fatum project uses random number 
generation based on the algorithm of
Bitcoin. 

We use SSL algorithms, nonce numbers, 
and RDRAND etc. Absolutely all our meth-
ods are open-source and reliable. 

Transparency and 
Manipulation with money

Fatum is a platform based on robust, 
immutable blockchain technology, 
absolutely transparent and accessible to 
anyone for public and private verification. 

Manipulations with Random 
Numbers Generation

In the Fatum project, the architecture 
and algorithms for mixing random 
numbers are created in a way that 
makes it technically impossible to 
manipulate the random numbers. 
Before each gaming session, random 
numbers are being registered and 
enencrypted on the RNG Coin 
blockchain. 

 They become open and accessible for 
verification after the end of the game. 
This makes it easy for anyone to verify 
the randomness of the numbers. 

Our unique Random Numbers 
Generation algorithm will be periodi-
cally checked by competent bodies 
and be fully certified.  One of our
 primary aims is to soon make RNG 
Coin the most cryptographically 
secure cryptocurrency in existence. 

Cheating

Fatum is a platform based on the technology of 
blockchain, absolutely transparent and accessible 
to anyone for public verification. Smart contracts 
provide all players with instant payments. 

Long payouts 

The use of crypto-currency is favorable, with instant 
payouts and super low commissions. In contrast to 
the standard banking system, crypto-currencies 
have no boundaries or limitations. When playing on 
smart contracts, payments take place almost 
instantly, a unique feature of our gaming platform.

Hacking 

The database is stored in SHA-512 and cryptocur-
rency is stored in cold storage, making the plat-
form safe and hack resistant. 
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Planned Games 

Rock Paper Scissors 

Backgammons
 (short,long)  

Dice 

3 card poker 

Four colors 

Texas Holdem Virtual Races 

BJ duel  

Omaha 

UNO  

High card Truel 

Monopoly 

Farkle  

Classic poker  

Ludo game (board + dice)  

Sea battle  

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

16

15

17



Players may participate in games in two modes.
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Game Modes 

Game Modes 

Tournament mode

All players enter the game with an equal 
amount of funds, the winners take the 
prize. Players can’t leave the tournament 
before it ends, or they forfeit their buy in.

Live mode

Players enter the game with an arbitrary 
amount of funds and may leave the game 
at any time, and cash out. 



Smart contracts and temporary registration. 

Two types of registration are provided on our platform, classic registration and 
temporary registration.  

Classic registration Temporary registration

With classic registration, the player gets 
access to a personal account where they 
can refill the balance, check their game 
history, etc. 

Playing with smart contracts, the player goes through a 
formal registration and receives a temporary personal 
account, active for 24 hours. 

A player can only contribute with a smart contract and 
can participate in all available games.  They can also in-
stantly withdraw funds through a smart contract. 

After 24 hours expires, all funds remaining on the player's 
balance will be automatically returned to their address 
by the smart contract, and the account will be
 deactivated.

13

registration 

Games on smart contracts



Zero edge (wrong model) model House Zero Edge isn’t correct.
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We will not use a Zero House Edge approach.  Without 
any commission, there will be no incentive to develop 
the platform, grow the network, bring new developers 
etc.  We take a commission from each game session, 
providing a constant source of income to the gambling 
establishment and partners in our developing 
community. 

Fatum Business Model  

RNG Messenger

Poker 

Affiliate

Developer store

In the future, we’ll integrate games into our upcoming messenger service. Messenger is a 
platform for games growing in popularity. 

Poker should attract a large network of Fatum users. Poker is the number one game of online 
gamblers.  Whether you consider it gambling or a sport, the Poker boom is global and 
undeniable.  It’s inevitable it will continue to grow for some time.  On our platform, Poker
players can potentially earn a living and be assured all outcomes were fair.  Freeroll 
tournaments and other types of poker games will be included to attract new users.  Regular 
players will be able to earn bonuses of various kinds.  

Affiliate bonuses will be available for participants promoting the platform online, which makes 
possibility to cooperate with famous gambling promoting services and make our platform 
famous and popular all around the world.

Our game store is a great opportunity for gaming 
developers to earn revenue. Once released to the 
public, developers may add games.  After verifying 
each game meets our requirements, we’ll add it to 
the game lobby. Thereafter and indefinitely the 
developer receives a percentage of commission 
with each game played on our platform.

Exchange

After PRE ICO, we will launch our unique FTM-RNG 
exchange. This exchange is designed to occupy a 
unique place in our financial eco-system, as it will 
allow all new income players to order FTM tokens for 
the further gaming.

Backgammon

Backgammon has no competition at the moment, nothing prevents us from building the most 
trusted and popular backgammon platform. Backgammon will attract a large number of regular 
players. Freeroll tournaments and strategic bonus programs will be used for backgammon, 
growing the network of regular players.



The structure of the  crowd saleis divided into 
four parts, which are:

1 2 3 4

Crowd Sale Structure:  
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Private Sale One   Private Sale Two   PRE ICO   ICO   



Crowd Sale Structure:  
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Private Sale One   

This is the first sale that will be starting on 18th of July and finishing on the 25th 
of August. Our Private Sale 1 is operated using RNG Coins, which will be used for 
the generation of random numbers based on the same algorithms as Bitcoin and 
Litecoin. As discussed earlier, with RNG Coins, it’s possible to build a platform 
based on blockchain technology, which will be transparent and accessible to 
anyone for public verification. 

WWith this sale, players can purchase 5000 RNG Coins by 1 (one) Ethereum. Our 
plans in Private Sale 1 Include a Soft Cap of 800 ETH and Hard Cap of 4,000 ETH. 
This sale will also entitle our customers with bonus reward of up to 35%.
 
*Potential ROI (Return On Investment):
 
There is a positive correlation between the market capitalization of a 
ccrypto-currency and the number of exchanges it’s listed on. Thus, we’re hoping to 
have RNG Coin listed on at least 10 exchanges after the first private sale. Active 
development of RNG coin will take place throughout the four stages of the 
Crowd-sale. One of the main reasons for this active development is the 
requirement of RNG Coin purchase by new players to the Fatum platform. 

Private Sale Two:  

Following Private Sale one, our next sale will start on the 15th of October 
2018 and finish on the 1st of December 2018. Difference between this sale 
and private sale one will be that this sale will require customers to use FTM 
token for purchases. FTM is ERC-20 token based on Ethereum.  Players can 
purchase 14,200 FTM tokens by 1 (one) Ethereum.  For this sale, customers 
will be entitled with a bonus reward of up to 25%.

Our plans Our plans for this sale include a Soft Cap of1,500 ETH and Hard Cap of 7,000 
ETH.
 
During and After Private Sale 2 we will launch a gaming network of 
Backgammons and online poker. This will include games like - Texas 
Hold'em Poker, Omaha Poker, as well as regular and freeroll tournaments. 

 
Our Our Private Sale 2 and the services afterward will be available to 
purchase by FTM tokens only.



Crowd Sale Structure:  
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Pre ICO:

After both of our Private Sales, the next part of our Crowd sale will be Pre ICO. It 
will start on the 1st of February 2019 and finish on the 1st of April 2019. Customers 
can purchase12,070 FTM tokens by 1 (one) Ethereum. Bonus reward for this offer is 
up to 15%.

Our plans for this sale include a Soft Cap of 2900 ETH and Hard Cap: 10,000 ETH
  
*FTM-RNG Exchange:

AfAfter PRE ICO, we will launch our unique FTM-RNG exchange. This exchange is 
designed to occupy a unique place in our financial eco-system, as it will allow all 
new income players to order FTM tokens for the further gaming.  For instance, 
FTM token holders will be able to sell the tokens directly to new players with very 
low fees.  This will not only help the players but will also have a positive effect on 
the RNG Coin’s value.

HHowever, before ICO begins, exchange trading will be frozen and the token’s final 
price will be fixed. It will allow running ICO by a fair market price of FTM tokens 
without any overrating. 

ICO:

It will be starting on the 10th of July 2019 and ending on the 20th of Sep-
tember 2019. With this sale, because the market will fix the price, we won’t 
be able to predict the value of the FTM token. 

Our Sale plans include a Soft Cap of 50,500,000 FTM and Hard Cap of 
170,000,000 FTM

ICO will entitle customers with a bonus reward of up to 10%.

After the ICO, we are planning to launch the first online strategy based on 
RNG Coin randomization.



Future Gaming Opportunities 
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The RNG Coin blockchain has several capabilities involving randomness in online 
games, such as the creation of random events in the games, random maps and vir-
tual worlds. 

A secure unmodified record in the blockchain provides an opportunity for the safest 
decentralized storage of player data.  For example, rankings, sets of values, game 
items, the percentages of levels passed, game histories, etc. 

The usage of FTM token can serve as a universal gaming currency for all available 
games on the platform, facilitating the development of games in the financial 
sector.  At the moment we’re creating a prototype for future online strategy game 
“Lord of Fatum” utilizing randomization.  Soon the high potential of our project, our 
team and the ability to use randomization in various types of online gaming will be 
clear to all.

WWe’re excited about what’s in store and invite you to join our community.  Together 
we can build a secure, fair, and trustless system of online gaming, gambling, and 
much more.



Future Gaming Opportunities 
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Why should people invest in Fatum?
Fatum, being one of the safest online gaming platforms, provides its customers a safe platform to play any game in the comfort of their home and much more. Along 

with the guaranteed safety and reliability of the Fatum, there are many other reasons why people should invest in Fatum. 
Some of the reasons are listed below:

Safety through 
Crypto-Currency: 

When playing online or even at our 
local casino, a player’s utmost priority is 
the safety of their money. 

WWith the increasing cases of hacking 
and delayed payments during games, 
Fatum is one of the safest platforms to 
enjoy any game of choice without 
having to worry about your anything. 

Use of cUse of crypto-currency has allowed 
Fatum to eliminate any chances of 
hacking or cheating in the game, 
ensuring complete safety and reliability.

Unbiased gaming:

As seen with many famous poker 
rooms, manipulation of random 
numbers is common, where they 
aadjusting the decks of cards in a way 
that players are often dealt similar card 
sets and game is extended for as long 
as they can in order to earn a large 
commission. 

WWith Fatum, this is not the case. 
Although we take a minimal commis-
sion, we promise an unbiased and fair 
game to our customers through a fair 
random number generation system.

Gaming in the comfort of 
your home:

FFatum promises to ensure a safe yet 
fun online platform to its customers 
around the globe. This means that 
people can have all the entertain-
ment provided to them without 
them having to make any effort. It 
allows customers to play games 
with plwith players around the globe 
whilst enjoying the comfort of their 
home. 

What’s better than having all the 
Friday night casino fun whilst sit-
ting home on your couch? Nothing 
Right? 

Gaming in the comfort 
of your home:

IInvesting in tokens will provide the play-
ers with great opportunity to not only 
play but to make some profit through 
FTM-RNG Exchange. As discussed earlier, 
FTM-RNG Exchange will allow FTM token 
owners to sell their FTM tokens to the 
new players, as FTM are required by the 
all tall the players to play any game of their 
choice. 

This will not only provide an alternative 
way to the new players to buy FTM 
tokens but will also allow the FTM token 
owners to sell the tokens at their chosen 
price. This exchange system is certainly a 
win-win scheme for everyone.

Be aware, by investing in our project, you’re investing not only in Fatum but also in RNG Coin, a 
robust cryptographic gaming platform, and much more.


